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Abstract

New methods have come to secure user-defined password techniques, which often use traditional
authentication-based security methods and user privacy. This paper has examined and reviewed
user privacy and cybersecurity issues to deal with them. It is archived through conducting research
based on a study of password incorporation with Brain-computer interface technique to understand
the problem in-depth and classify the solution in the light of current authentication schemes and
then proposed analysis to draw solution based conclusion.
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1 Introduction

Usability is one of the most critical social concerns and problems currently in the area of cybersecu-
rity. Supporting confidentiality, integrity, availability and other problems, security characteristics have
become normal parts of the digital world that infiltrate our lives.

Required usage by both experts and novices. As security characteristics are exposed to broader
organizational cross-sections, certain roles must be highly utilizable. This is particularly true because
the poor usability of cyber security tools and functionality in that context usually translates into
insufficient use, effectively restricting their performance and principles of user experience design in
context of cybersecurity.

The classic example of these two principles is one of the most common safety measures used today
when dealing with passwords authentication process. From a safety point of view, long and complicated
(hard to guess). Special, frequently updated passwords are, however, ideal from a usability point of
view; these criteria are also a major burden on users and, in turn, the usability of the system [16]. In
the cyber safety sense, the focus is also on the digital world, a vast majority of these general security
problems are also present. The problem of cybersecurity and comparable human-computer interaction
and protection, especially in the case of principles of user experience design in context of cybersecurity
system. Therefore, this conceptual and implementation gap is bridged and emphasized and stressed. It
is important to combine these two principles to create functional interfaces and systems for cybersecurity.

Six types of usability studies are commonly available in the field principles of user experience design
in context of cybersecurity. These include authentication, encryption, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI),
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pairing of devices, security software and systems for security. In each of these areas, problems have
been reported which affect the usability of cybersecurity interfaces and functionality. A crucial point
to remember, apart from device usability being an issue in itself for users (in terms of uncertainty,
annoyance, and so on), is that poor usability usually translates into incorrect or insufficient configura-
tions of security tools and features in a cybersecurity context (e.g., access controls, firewalls, encryption
mechanisms, routers) [9].

As the reflects on the issue of a lack of cybersecurity systems, Security functionality visibility in end-
user applications. Popular failures include the fracturing of security options across Various menus and
sub-options, security features that are classified as ’Advanced’ (reporting that access should be granted
only by advanced users), and lack visible system security status indicators.

Usability of cybersecurity issues faced by typical end-users. Such concerns include the proliferation
of technical terms, Functionality, lack of obvious device, vague and confusing Informative feedback
and status, forcing uninformed protection Decisions, and absence of security feature incorporation.
The research Question that we deemed to be important to analyze authentication process in terms of
password strength mechanism.

1) How can we determine the strength of strong scheme of authentication?

2) How one can evaluate authentication based password protection?

3) Usability and analysis of password mechanism through strong authentication method?

2 Background Based on Existing Research

The usability of cybersecurity should be evaluated or considered early. Cybersecurity, accessibility and
their relationship with each other the ideas in the original should be explored and evaluated. Phases of
the design and growth of a system. Bolting of Cybersecurity accessibility or retrofitting only at the end
the growth of a scheme is likely to be harmful to Overall the device and lead to additional problems
with usability and security.

Compatible for all forms of users: cybersecurity features should be designed to be versatile and
accommodating for beginner and professional users. Although inexperienced users may often need
support and step-by-step instructions, experienced users should be able to access the necessary features
quickly through device shortcuts, hot keys and so on. In general, the need for different modes of device
interaction is highlighted by this guidance [11].

Prevention, handling and recovery of failures: Systems should be built so that they foresee consumer
Mistakes and avoid them from occurring. If mistakes do occur, they should be treated gracefully,
however, and presented in instructive instructions and explain steps for recovery. This advice also
indicates that the interface of cybersecurity Designs support functionality to undo and fast exit for
when users make mistakes and enter unnecessary programme. Users should be able to rely on the
application and not feel at a loss.

Make security measures available and accessible: Security, similar to other application features,
should be easily accessed and visible. Hiding the features of cybersecurity inside sophisticated or
different sections of an interface, it is likely to make the job of the consumer more challenging and
more difficult. Ultimately, system usability is hindered. Authentication Mechanisms Come in a Variety
of Forms. Researchers have been looking at how to design and build different types of authentication
solutions using various methods, such as PIN, passwords, OTP, face, contact, and so on.

The need for effective computer security is growing in parallel with the rapid growth of networked
systems and applications such as e-commerce. In general, there are three types of authentication: 1)
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what you know (knowledge-based), 2) something you have (possession-based), and 3) something you
are (identity based).

Figure 1: Methods of authentication approaches

Fist Method KBA is a security measure that distinguishes users by asking them to answer basic
security questions. Authentication based on knowledge has become popular as users are asked to
answer these questions in order to gain access to password-protected areas of their own. While this
technique is useful, the learning of pins and passwords is still difficult for people. Computers will in
future be able to devise these passwords [8, 15]. On the other hand, KBA may be an efficient way to
handle individual user authorization, but there have been serious privacy concerns raised about using
this type of personal information for online or network security.

Second, this method is often referred to as ”token-based authentication.” Its aim is to verify the
legitimacy of the consumer. The token is created using the users’ username and password. The user
can then use the token at other locations to gain access to those locations without having to enter their
usernames and passwords. This token, on the other hand, will grant them access for a set period of
time. In short, users are given a token based on their login credentials. This token allows them to
access their secure services for a set period of time without having to re-enter their credentials. The
token is mainly made up of a string of 32 characters. The created token is associated with the database
in some way after the user enters his login credentials. The token may be used to gain access to other
sections of a related app. This is why the obtained token must be preserved after it has been retrieved.
Since they keep the data for that person, tokens [7] are stateless and scalable.

This method ensures protection by ensuring that the token expires after a fixed period of time,
requiring the user to re-login. This assists us in remaining healthy. There’s also the concept of token
revocation, which allows one to cancel a single token [5, 21] or even a group of tokens that share the
same authorization allowance.

Third Method, A biometric system’s architecture involves specialized hardware that is linked to
processing hardware through a sensor. External attacks are vulnerable to the isolation of the pieces.
Cryptography, on the other hand, may help protect the device. This is accomplished by dividing each
system’s private cryptography key, generating limited vectors from the system to be used as keys, and
then computing a hash function for all of those keys. The process is repeated for each trait, and the
hash functions are saved in an infinite database [13]. These hash values are primarily used to identify
people.

The user would enter a biometric attribute that would thus be translated to the defined hash value
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and the results tested accordingly. This approach is applied to all parts of the cryptographic key that
correspond to various characteristics, and the resulting private key is then discarded after it has been
used [14]. Although it is possible to use all of the traits at once, doing so reduces the risk of misuse
and fraudulent attacks. Biometric authentication methods such as fingerprints, iris scans, and facial
recognition are not yet commonly used because they are costly, the verification process is slow, and
often inaccurate (i.e. it is unreliable because it is time consuming). The classification of the various
authentication techniques.

3 Research Method

We have carried out an empirical research, review the most closely related research on passwords, and
summarize related work exploring users’ expectations of protection. The threats to password protection
are then discussed, as well as methods for determining password power through the study of Brain
Computer interface technique that would incorporate the password in dual biometric authentication
process for strong authentication mechanism.

A recent research analysis of password formation using a think-aloud protocol indirectly relied on
users’ expectations of password protection in the password domain [19]. The study’s emphasis, however,
was not only on security perceptions. In addition, the previous research in literature was qualitative,
while ours approach is primarily quantitative.

4 Empirical Research Study & Research Question Examine

The Password authentication suitability method among the discussed techniques for user and cyber
security prospectus. A research from review of existing work-study explored users’ impressions of the
security and usability of computer unlock patterns [1], which is most closely related to our work. The
technique compared two graphical and text unlock patterns and rated their relative security and

memorability (e.g., was the first pattern more safe but less memorable than the second). The analysis,
unlike ours, did not compare the patterns’ actual security.

A variety of attacks can compromise the authentication system. The effect of a password’s protection
on each form is different. The most serious threats are described in this section. The protection of a
password is not always essential [3]. When a user’s password is hacked, the attacker receives it in
plaintext. In certain other instances, it is important that a password is not easily guessable. The
attacker tries to authenticate to a running machine using guesses at the user’s password in what is
known as an online attack.

An offline attack, on the other hand, normally entails large-scale guessing. Passwords should be
hashed using a cryptographically safe (irreversible) one-way mechanism, according to best practices.
When a user logs in, the machine hashes the password and compares it to the value stored in its database.
The type of hash function used to store the password as well as the resources available to the attacker
determines the resistance of a password to an offline attack. Due to their speed, hash functions like
MD5 were optimized for performance, making them ineffective for storing passwords.Modern hardware
will attempt billions of MD5 guesses per second. The most serious security risk posed by an offline
attack is password reuse [19]. Attackers will try the same username and password, or near variants, on
other sites once, they have discovered a user’s password in an offline attack. Passwords are often reused
by users [4, 6, 19,22], which can be dangerous and trigger significant harm.

Statistical approaches [2], which are mainly ideal for very large sets of passwords, or parameterized
password guess ability [2, 10] can be used to obtain more precise password strength measurements.
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Calculating a guess number for each password indicates how many guesses a specific password cracking
method optimized and educated in a specific way would require to guess the password.

The below-mentioned Table 1 clearly illustrate the participants based data collection perception re-
garding cyber-attacks on systems and application that may cause of poor user adoptability strong pass-
word technique or other reasons of exploitation gap between the cyber security and user authentication
process. Therefore, we have researched alternative approach to deal with these issues of cybersecurity
and user authentication password process for a suitable secure defense.

Table 1: Participant demographics

In this research, the primary data collection approach was open-ended discussion on a given set of
questions, which we thought was better suited to the subject matter than other relevant qualitative
methods like surveys and either informal or highly structured interviews . This in-depth questioning was
thought to be essential for evaluating complex and variable authentication behaviours, as well as their
underlying risk and technological functionality mental models. To eliminate duplication and endorse
exploratory questioning, the query instrument’s behavior and outlook were reordered.

The second approach is carried out through empirical analysis of data through the research study
regarding cybersecurity and user perception to strong computer security methods, which leads to strong
authentication process. The above table illustrate the research analysis data about the different category
of cyber-attack and organizational risk impact of user perception leads to authentication and security
risk management.

In the light of our research the suggested, another approach, the suitability of induced electroen-
cephalograms (EEGs) for implementing high quality, functional biometric authentication systems is
explored in depth through this research study. EEGs are difficult to fake because they represent an
individual’s inner self and are likely to vary from person to person even when performing similar mental
tasks. EEGs, on the other hand, are dynamic and noisy signals that are influenced by a variety of brain
and body movements.

During our empirical research, we have studied EEG signals in specific contexts, such as visual
stimulations that result in very concentrated brain behaviours known as Visual Evoked Potentials
(VEP). To our knowledge, this is the first research study of EEG-based authentication using VEPs, but
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Table 2: Empirical analysis of data risk and cyber-attack on system and risk identification process
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there have been other studies of EEG-based identification and EEG-based authentication using other
brain activity stimuli (e.g. specific imagining tasks).This technique incorporating into password-based
authentication makes this approach more secure as a dual security mechanism.

Therefore, we proposed a research study password based brain biometric authentication technique
incorporating this scheme for strong authentication process of user protection as Brain Computer In-
terface method.

5 Research Analysis

We believe that this research is feasible to conduct through the process of data obtain as defined in
methodology section. We will investigate the data obtained and analyzed it for research questions to
justify the proposed research and timeline. The further details of data collection period is mentioned
in the section of feasibility Targeted, data-driven input during password development is a promising
way to help users better analyse their passwords in comparison to industry best practices. Password
strength meters currently only inform users whether a password is strong or weak, not why [10,18,20].
Future research in this field may build on a recent study that revealed users’ likely ”auto completions”
of the partially typed password [12].

There are no incentives for system administrators to allow users to create poor passwords for insignif-
icant accounts or to write down their passwords. Users get oversimplified folk models and stereotypes.
We demonstrated in this paper that users have a good understanding of the characteristics of strong and
weak passwords by using correct authentication method, which can be used to assist users in creating
stronger passwords, specially Brain Computer Interface technique incorporating password into it for
strong authentication process.

6 Feasibility of Proposed Research

Our work entails comparing different methods for performing password-based authentication using and
incorporating Brain Biometric authentication and demonstrating a realistic authentication scheme that
can be used in security critical applications and computer security. For this purpose, research will
expend to investigate the empirical research data and review of current research data relevant to above
stated scheme. The time line for data collection is three weeks and research methodology helps out
the gathering the data through empirical method rather than technology required hardware sensor of
biometric detection and software for EEG signal reading for Brain biometric authentication mechanism.

7 Conclusion

The prevalence of bad passwords can appear to contradict characteristics that make passwords easier
or harder for attackers to guess and compromise authentication process. This discrepancy, on the
other hand, may be the product of a failure to educate users about the various types of password
attacks and used authentication scheme. . For example, if a user reuses a password for other accounts
or if the service provider fails to follow security best practices, the password’s resistance to large-
scale guessing is important. Users should defend themselves against all possible attackers using the
defense-in-depth concept, which is why security experts often suggest using password managers to store
unique passwords for each account. Moreover, our approach to password incorporating Brain Computer
Interface technique would make the authentication process more secure.
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Ethical Considerations

This research is involve human participation to conduct the interview and current research study in
the field of cybersecurity and user interaction in terms of password authentication process strength and
weakness.
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